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EVALUATIGN OF THE MEAN CYCLE TIME IN
FGRK-JOIN QUEUEING NETWGRKS*

N .K .KRIVULIN

The problem of evaluating the mean service cycle time in fork-join queueing
networks is considered. An approach is proposed based on implementation and
further development of the methods of idempotent algebra. It is shown that
for acyclic networks under sufficiently general conditions the mean cycle time is
determined by mean service time at the network nodes only and it is independent
of network topology.

The problem of evaluating the mean service cycle time in fork-join queueing networks is considered.
An approach is proposed based on implementation and further development of the methods of idempotent
algebra  It is shown that for acyclic networks under sufliciently general conditions the mean cycle time
is determined by mean service time at the network nodes only and it is independent of network topology.

1. Idempotent algebra. Denote by R6 a set of real numbers, extended by adding the element 5 = -oo.
Let on RE the operations GED and ® be given as

fv€l>y=maX(f11,y). rv®y==v+y
for any :z:,y E lR€.Put (in the usual way) cr: ® 5 = 5 ®:z: = 5.

The set RE with operations QB and ® is a commutative ring with idempotent addition. The numbers 5 and
0 are the zero and unit elements, respectively, relative to the introduced operation. A semiring is usually
called an idempotent algebra (see, for example, [1, 2]).

Note that in idempotemt algebra for every as 76 5 the inverse element :z:`1, which is to be -zz: in the usual
arithmetic, is defined relative to the operation ®,

1.1. Matrix algebra. An idempotemt algebra of (n x n)-matrices is introduced in the usual way: for
any two matrices A = (aij) and B = (bij) we have

Tl

{A€l3B}¢j=Gij€Bbij, {A®B}¢j = ®aik®bkj-
k=1

Both operations 63 and ® have an associative property but only QB is commutative. The matrix 8, all
the elements of which are equal to 5, and the matrix E, all the elements of which are equal to zero on the
principal diagonal and to 5 outside, are regarded as the zero and unit matrices, respectively.

Obviously, the operations QB and ® are monotonic, i. e. from the matrix componentwise inequalities A S C'

and B Q D it follows that AGBB S CEBD andA®B S C®D.
Let the matrix A gé 8. Then the degrees of the matrices A0 = E and Ak = A® A'°“1 = A'°'1 ®A for any

integer k 2 1 can be found.
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The matrix D is said to be diagonal if all their off-diagonal elements are equal to 5. We can easily check
that for any matrix D = diag(d1, . . . , dn) there exists the inverse, with respect to the operation ®, matrix
D`1 = diag(df1, . _ . ,d,§1) under the condition di > 5 for all i = 1, _ _ . ,n.

The operation ® has an evident distributive property relative to QB. In other words, the following inequal-
ities

A®(B€BC')=A®B€BA®C, (A€BB)®C=A®C'69B®C (1)

are valid.
The distributive property can be represented as

k m lc

® €l9Aa= EB ®Aim.» <2>
i=1 j=1 1<m1,...,mk$m i=1

where Aij are arbitrary matrices for all i = 1, . . _ , k, j = 1, _ _ _ , m.
1.2. Arithmetic addition. Introduce the usual operation of arithmetic addition so as to be external

relative to the algebra under consideration. Since the scalar operations ® and + are identical, only the
external operation of matrix addition is of interest.

We assume that in algebraic relations for any sequence of operations the arithmetic addition + is performed
after the operations ® and GB. For any matrix A, put A + 8 = 8 + A = 8.

We can check that there exists a distributive property of the operation -1- with respect to GB:

k rn. k

‘ZQIEAU = ® EAW
¢=1 j=1 1<m1,...,m;¢Sm i=1

which implies, in particular, that the following inequality holds
lc m m k

E@Aff>€l9\;A@f- (3)
¢=1 j=1 j=1 ¢=1

In the general case it is diflicult to find any simple properties relating the matrix operations ® and +.
However, as will be shown below, some useful relations can be obtained for the special types of matrices
involving diagonal support matrices.

1.3. Matrix functions. Consider the arbitrary matrix A = (aij) and introduce the following values
fl

IIAII = ® au, ¥f(A) = Q§<1ii-
1<i,j<n i=1

Let A and B be any matrices. We can show that the inequality A S B yields  S  and tr(A) S
tr(B). Besides, the following evident relations hold

IIAGBBII = ||A||®||B||. ||A®BI| S |IA||®|IB|I.
tr(A 69 B) = tf(A) ea nr(B). IIA + BII S IIAII + IIBII-

Finally, for any number c > 0 we have ||cA|| = c||A|| and tr(cA) = ctr(A) provided the condition ce = e.
1.4. Eigenvalues of matrices. Consider the arbitrary matrix A. The eigenvalue A and the correspond-

ing to it eigenvector :zz of the matrix A satisfy the inequality

A ® m = A ® IB.

The following important result was obtained in [3] (see also  
Theorem 1. For any (n x n)-matrix A the following relation holds

, 1

klgfgo EI|A'°I| = />(A).

where p(A) is a maximum eigenvalue of the matrix A,

p(/4) = ® %tr(A'°) = tr  im) _

k=1 k=1

2. Queueing networks. Let there be given a network with n nodes, the topology of which is described
by acyclic graph. At each of the nodes there is a service facility and unlimited storage, intended for the
queue to be served. A network node, which does not have entering edges, is regarded as a supplier of the
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unlimited fiow of arriving units. At the initial (zero) moment of time all the facilities are free, the queues at
the node-suppliers have infinite length while the queues of all the remaining nodes are empty.

Denote by nk an active time and by :1:,(k) a time of finish of the k-th service at the node i, i = 1, _ _ . , n,
k = 1, 2, . _ . The values 131, Tig, . . _ are assumed to be independent identically distributed random quantities
for all i=1,...,n.

In the networks under consideration ordinary and fork-join queueing can be realized [4, 5]. The join
operation is performed at the node before a call is connected with a queue and consists of the join of
accepted calls, taken by one of each preceding node, and of the replacement of them by a new call, which
is connected with a queue end. The fork operation is always performed after a service call at the node is

finished. It consists of the replacement of the call by some new calls, one for every subsequent node, after which
these new calls are immediately sent into the nodes.

The dynamics of fork-join queueing networks can be described by means of an idempotent algebra tech-
nique. As is shown in [5], for acyclic networks the following dynamic equation holds

m(k)=A(k)®m(k-1), .A(k)=é§7Z®(GT®'1Z)j, (4)
j O

where x(k) = (x,(k), ..., x,,(k))T, 71 = diag(T,,,, ..., TM), G = (gy) is a matrix of the adjacency graph for a network
with the elements

_ 0 if the arc (i, j ) exists,
gij T 5 otherwise,

l is a length of maximum path in the graph.
We assume that a work system is a sequence of service cycles. The first cycle is finished after the service

of one call at each of network nodes is finished, the second cycle is finished after the same for two calls and
so on.

By the property x(0) = O the time of finish for the k-th cycle can be found as

||1=(k)|| =,||/MII, Ak = A(/fl ® - - ~ ® AU)-

In many practical problems it is of interest to find the mean cycle time under the condition that the
number of cycles increases without limit. In other words, we are interested in the problem of determining
the following limit

. 1 _ 1

W ~ ,.‘i.f£.1. 7."'“”<’°>" “ .‘;";. 75"A’°"

under the condition that it exists.
It is clear that the existence of the above limit and its value depend on as the structure of the matrix

.Ak as the probability properties of its elements. Algebraic properties of the matrices of special type, determining
the peculiarities of the structure Ak, and also some auxiliary results, conceming the probabilistic nature of the
problem are given below.

3. Diagonal and support matrices. Let D be a diagonal matrix. Then for any matrices A and B we

have
D®(A-|-B)=D®A-|-B=A+D®B, (5)
(A-l-B)®D=A®D-I-B=A-I-B®D.

A square matrix with the elements 0 or 6 is a support matrix. Note that any support matrix G = (gij)
can be regarded as an adjacency matrix of a certain graph under the condition that gij = 0 implies the
existence of the arc (i, j) and gij = e implies that the arc is absent. We can easily check that if the graph is

acyclic, then for the corresponding matrix G the relation Gm -= 8 is valid for all m > l, where l is a length
of maximum path in the graph.

Let G be a support matrix. For any matrices A and B the following inequality holds

G'®(A+B)<G®A-I-G®B, (A-I-B)®G<A®G+B®G'. (6)

Further we shall consider the product of alternating diagonal matrices and the certain support matrix G
oftheform

Do®G®D1®°--®G®D1¢.
Introduce the following notation:

<I>j(D) = D ® (G ® D)f, \If§(D) = Gi ® D ® Gf.
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Lemma 1. For any diagonal matrices DO, Dl, _ _ _ , Dk the following inequality
k k

o0®®(G®D,) S ZGj®Dj®Gk'j (7)
j 1 j 0

is satisfied.
The proof is by induction. For lc = 1 the assertion of the lemma results from (5) and from the evident

relation D0 ® G = D0 ® G + G.
Lemma 2. Let Dl, _ _ _ , Dk be diagonal matrices, ml, _ _ _ , mk be nonnegative integers and ml +- - --l-mk =

77%.

The following inequality holds
k m S5

@ ‘I)m.(D¢l S 2; ‘I';n_j  Di) l (8)

where rg = 1, rj = sj_l for allj = 1, _ _ _ ,m, and

S,_ if ffm1+---+m,.<j,
7 min{i|ml+~--+ml>j} otherwise

forallj=0,1,_..,m.
Proof By inequality (7) we obtain

k k m

(X) <1>,»,.,(D_) = ®(D. ® (G ® D.)"“) < Eof ® D, ® om-1,
i=1 ¢=1 j=0

where Dj = DU ® D,~,+l ® ~ - - ® Dsj. We can easily check that the indices rj and sj are computed due to
the lemma. El

Using the induction on k and the properties (5) and (6), we can prove the following
Lemma 3. Let Dgl), Dll), _ _ _ , Dil) and DSQ), D§2), _ _ _ , D?) be diagonal matrices.
The following inequality holds

k k k

DS) ® ® G® D§1) + D§,2) ® ® G® D?) > DQ) ® D?) ® (X) G ® Dfl) ® D?) _

< ,< > 1< >
i=1 i= i=

Corollary 1. Let Dgl), _ _ _ , DS) and Dgz), _ _ ., D?) be diagonal matrices.
The following inequality

érml (D§1)) +  <1>,,,, (D§2)) > (gsm, (DF) ® D?) (9)
1: = =

where ml, _ _ _ , mk are arbitrary nonnegative integers, is satisfied.
4. Random matrices. Consider the matrices, the elements of which are random quantities. Some

elements can be degenerated random quantities, which take with probability one the value e = -oo.
Let A be a random matrix. Denote by lE[.A] a matrix obtained from .A by the change of its elements to

their mathematical expectations under the condition lE[e] = e.
For any random matrices .A and B the following inequalities hold

lE||.A|| 2 ||lE[A]||, lE[.A 69 B] 2 IE[.A] G3 lE[B], lE[A® B] 3 lE[.A] ® lE[B]_

Let fl, fl, _ _ _ , be independent identically distributed random quantities with the mean lE[§ l] = 0 and the
dispersion lD>[§ l] < oo. Consider a random quantity

8

Clk = ® ®§i = ,<§,f1<a§k{§f + gr-1-1 + °°°+§»l-
l<1'<8<k z=r ~

It is easy to check that a set of the random quantities {Clk|l < k; l, k 2 1) satisfies the conditions of the
ergodic theorem of Kingman  From this theorem it follows that there exist the limits

kllrlgo 'ECM = a with probability one, klimo %lE[Clk] = a.
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On the other hand, we can show (see, for example, [7]) that lE[§1k] = O(\/E) as k -+ oo. Hence

a = kiln; -;1E[g1,.} = o.

This result can directly be extended to the case of random diagonal matrices. In other words, the following
assertion is true.

Lemma 4. Let 'D1,D2, _ . ., be a sequence of random diagonal matrices, the corresponding diagonal
elements of which are independent and have identical probability distributions with zero mean and bounded
variance.

Then there exists with probability one the following limit

. 1 8klirnoz Q; (gm _E.
1<1"<8<k z=r

5. Evaluation of the mean cycle time. To solve the problem of evaluating the mean cycle time it is
necessary to find the following limit

_ 1

1 = ,gggo ;1|A,.||~

Consider a transposed matrix of the system (4):

1 1

AT(/<=) = QR ® (G®77¢)j = ® <I>j(D)~
j 0 j 0

Then
11 1 k 1

AZ" = AT(1) ®-~~®.AT(k) = ® (G®72)j = <X)Q§<I>j(72)_
1=1 j=o i=1 j=o

Consider the following matrices

1 1

S= 1E[71], BT = ~€ES®(G®S)j = €B<I>j<S>, 121° = S* en,
j=.-0 j=o

CTW) = $73k ® (G® Rklj = €b‘I’i(73k),
J 0 J 0

k l k l

C,'f=CT(1)®~-~®CT(k) =@@'R»1;®(G®'R»i)j =®Q§<I>j(7Z¢).
i=1 j=o ¢=1 j=0

Now we prove two auxiliary assertions.
Lemma 5. The following inequality holds

Ak < B’° +c,.. (10)

Proof Using relation (2) and property (3), we can write

k k

<Bf>'= +cz‘ = @ ®<I)m¢(S) + G9 <§;><1>m.<a>
o<m1,...,m,¢<1 i=1 0<m1,...,mk<l i=1

k k

> Q5 ®<I>m1(S) + ®<I>m.(12»1) -

ogml, ...,m;,<l i=1 e=1

By (9) the following inequality

k k k k

®"I)m¢(S) + ®<1>m.<R1> > ®<1>m.<S®S-1 @1121 = <X><1>m.<12>
i=1 1=1 i=1 i=1

is satisfied.
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Finally,
k k z

<B">’° +C? > Q9 ®<1>m.<Y;> = ®€E<I>j<'I;>= AZ". D
o<m1,...,m,.<z i.-=1 i=1 j=o

Lemma 6. The following inequalities
l mn s

Cf < €l9Z‘1'§”'j G9 ®Rf <11>
m=0 j=O 1<'r°<s<k i='r

are Valid.
Proof Since the network graph is acyclic, the matrix Cf can be represented in the form

k 1 k

CZ" = EB ®@mi<Rf> = G9 GE ®@mf<Rf>~
O<m1,...,m;¢<l i=1 m=0m1+~~~+mk=m i=1

Using sequentially (8), (3) and (1), we obtain

k m -95

m-'Q9 <§;><r»....<R.>< @ gif,  
ml-1----+m;¢=m i=1 ml-{----+m.;¢=m j=O i=r_.;

m s m sm_. __

<Z~€l9‘1'f’<X>Ri =2‘1'3"” €B®R~
j=0 1<r<s<k 1Z='r j=O lérésgk i=r

which proves the lemma. I]
Theorem 2. Let YQ, YQ, . . . , be a sequence of identically distributed independent random diagonal ma-

trices and < oo, lD>||']]|| < oo.
Then there exists, with probability one, the limit

,ggqgo §||A,.|| = p<B>,

where p(B) is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix B.
Proof In [8] there is shown that if the conditions of the theorem are satisfied, then there exist the following

limits 1 1

lim -Ak = A with probability one, lim -lE[Ak] == A.
lc-#oo /it lc-+oo lt

Hence by the continuity of the function  -  the following limits exist

klimo =  with probability one, klimo = 
We show first that  2 p(B). Consider a mathematical expectation

k
k l k I

E||AZ`|| = 1E||<§§>Q|9<1>j<1;>|| > ||®Q{9<1>j<S>|| = ||®B’"|| = ||<BT>'°||.
i=1 j=o i=1 j=o ¢=1

Proceeding to limit, by Theorem 1 we obtain
_ 1 . 1

IIAII = k1g{,1o;1EIIAk|I > £130 -,,-||B'°|| = f»<B>.

We now check that the converse inequality is also valid. From (10) it is follows that
1 1 1

',;||A1=||< ',;||Bk|| + ||',;Ck||-

Taking into account (11), we have
1 T 1 l m __ s I rn _ . 1 s

-,;C»=<;;€BZ‘I'§"’ GB ®Rf =€l9Z‘1'§"’ 7; G9 ®Rf~
m=0 j=0 1<r<s<k i=1° m=0 j=0 1<r<.s<k i='r

By Lemma 4 as k -> oo we have, with probability one, the following relation
8

1

1<1'<8<k z=r
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Then l

klirno ééf S Q?) Gm = G* with probability one.
ffl-

Evidently, ||G*|| = 0 and we finally obtain

||A|| = klim é||.4,.|| < klim -;||B'°|| = pos) with probability One. U

Corollary 2. The mean time of the cycle fy is determined by the relation

7 = IISII = ||1Elil||-

Proof Taking into account that the network graph is acyclic, the matrix B can be represented in an

upper triangle form. Since in this case all the elements of the matrix B, laying under the principal diagonal,
are equal to e, we have

1 1

p(B) = tr(B) = if (QE <I>j(S)) = @§tr(<1>,(s)).
j=o j=o

The fact that the matrix S is diagonal implies that tr(Q>j(S)) = e for all j 2 1. Since <I>0(S) = S, we

finally obtain
7 = 0(3) = tf(S) = IISII = ||TEl7ll||- U

It remains to note that the mean cycle time is independent of network topology.
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